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Introduction

In recent years, services built using overlay network technologies have seen a
tremendous increase both in their number and in the sheer amount of bytes transferred. Proliferation of broadband access, stronger CPUs and advances in highlevel programming languages (such as simplified networking APIs and libraries)
have led to system designs that handle the network with a high level of abstraction,
masquerading network connections as simple pipes, making the application almost
independent, but also unaware of the underlying networking technologies. This
trend has led to systems where several networking functionalities are implemented
in application layer and the interaction between these high level algorithms and
the network itself is a decisive factor in system performance.
Two prominent examples of the power of such overlay networks are Anonymous Routing Overlays and Peer-to-Peer Streaming Overlays. In both cases, the
use of application layer overlay techniques allowed the quick development and
introduction of large scale distributed systems, boosting vast areas of research,
experimentation, as well as real services.
Anonymous Routing Overlays provide privacy enhancing services, protecting
the identity of communicating parties both from each other and from eavesdroppers or other malicious attackers. When we contrast this to the amount of information revealed in a single IP packet on the Internet, it becomes evident how
fundamental this service is in certain use cases, most notably to enable freedom
of speech over the Internet. On the Internet, when node A sends an IP packet to
node B, the packet will contain both A’s and B’s IP address in clear form all along
the path. This means that A’s identity is revealed to B, therefore services that
would require anonymity such as anonymous voting or anonymous payment are
difficult to implement. Even if anonymity is granted at higher levels, the IP layer
reveals real identities, potentially breaking all the protection provided in higher
layers. Sending A’s and B’s address also means that B’s identity is revealed to A’s
ISP, and indirectly to A’s government, hindering privacy and allowing the detailed
profiling of individuals. Finally, anyone eavesdropping on any single point of the
path becomes aware of the communication between the two parties.
Anonymous Routing Overlays provide techniques to hide these identifiers and
thus anonymize communication. The most well known example of such systems
is Tor [12], used by hundreds of thousands of people all over the world. Although
Tor is already deployed as a service, it is known to suffer from serious performance
bottlenecks [11]: available bandwidth is relatively low and end-to-end delays can
be an order of magnitude higher compared to normal IP, effectively limiting Tor’s
applicability to only a few applications.
In the case of live Peer-to-Peer streaming, the bottleneck it overcomes is again
to be found in the IP layer. IP multicast, which works well in a single operator’s
managed domain, is simply not applicable on the Internet scale due to administrative boundaries and interoperability problems [17]. Since changing the behavior
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of the IP layer is almost impossible, overlay technologies have been developed to
broadcast live TV channels over the Internet to large audiences with optimized
resource usage [15, 26]. Services have already been deployed in this case as well
(PPlive, SopCast, PPStream, TV Ants, to name just a few). However, there
are still numerous performance issues to analyze and solve in order to optimize
streaming performance and resource utilization.

2

Research objectives

The general objective of this thesis is to identify key performance issues and bottlenecks of overlay networks, analyze their impact on state of the art systems, and
to provide new techniques to improve performance. The thesis is divided into two
main parts.
The goal of the first part is to analyze performance characteristics of Anonymous Routing Overlays, and to overcome their most important performance problem, i.e. high end-to-end delays.
First, we provide deeper insight into the transport mechanisms hidden behind some of these abstract overlay technologies by showing an analysis of TCP
dynamics in the case of short-lived connections, deriving detailed performance
characteristics (such as completion time distribution) through an open multiclass
queuing network model of TCP [J1].
Performance differences between TCP based and datagram based overlay networks are then studied through the example of Anonymous Routing Overlays.
First, onion routing networks and their most prevalent example, the Tor application is described. We present an analysis of some of the networking technologies
applied and their consequences. Then we propose a novel system design for anonymous routing, called IPpriv, an overlay network similar in its scope to Tor, but
different in its design choices and performance characteristics [C3]. The peculiarity of IPpriv is not just its datagram based design approach, but that it entirely
relies on IPsec, therefore providing improved performance due to kernel level or
router based operation.
In the second part of the thesis another widely used example of overlay networks will be considered: peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. More specifically, our goal
is to analyze and improve the performance of live P2P Streaming Overlays.
In P2P streaming, scheduling is the decision of what to send and whom to send
it to. First, we present some performance bounds valid for idealized conditions,
and propose a novel scheduling algorithm that achieves this bound under these
simplified assumptions [B1]. We extend this study by lifting some of the assumptions, namely, bandwidth homogeneity, describing a network-aware variant of this
scheduling algorithm that considers the bandwidth of other peers and outperforms
other algorithms known from the literature [C2, C1].
Finally, we provide an example of how overlay networks allow the application of
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some networking concepts even if the underlying network does not provide support
for it. Namely, packet priority support is mostly missing on the large-scale Internet, still, applications serving as ”overlay routers” allow us to implement effective
prioritization techniques. We introduce the design of a media-aware scheduler
and show how it influences system performance, including a study of the effective
end-user perceived video quality improvements [C7, C8].

3

Research methodology

We tackle two largely different areas of overlay networks in the thesis, namely
Anonymous Routing and live P2P Streaming.
In both cases, we first analyze the performance of existing systems in detail
through analytical techniques. We do not analyze the system as a whole, but we
concentrate on some key areas hindering performance.
Then we introduce new algorithms and/or system designs, and evaluate the
performance compared to state of the art solutions. Depending on the complexity
of the problem, we use analytical techniques, simulations, or experiments using
real implementations. Analytical results are also validated through simulation
and/or controlled experiments.
TCP related results are validated using the well-known ns-2 simulator (widely
used to verify results on TCP protocol behavior [6–8, 14]). IPpriv is directly
evaluated through controlled experiments. Care has been taken to isolate various
factors contributing to performance by running experiments both in our lab and
over the Internet.
In the case of P2P Streaming, no simulators were readily available for the task.
Therefore, two simulators were developed together with the algorithms to evaluate
performance. First, SSSim (the Simple and Scalable Simulator) was developed
as a round-based simulator that provides a one-to-one mapping to the idealized
model used in the analytical part of the work [C12]. Later, the more complex
event-based P2PTVsim simulator was developed to evaluate performance also in
scenarios where some of the assumptions of the mathematical model have been
relaxed [1].

4

New results

New results are organized in two main groups: results related to Anonymous
Routing (including some generic results on TCP as well) and results related to
P2P Streaming.
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4.1

Performance of Anonymous Routing Overlays

Claim 1.1. [J1, C4] I have proposed a method for the calculation of the completion
time distribution of short-lived TCP connections based on OMQN (open multiclass
queuing network) models of protocol behavior. (see Section 2.4 of the thesis)
As mentioned earlier, several overlay designs use TCP as their underlying
transport mechanism. While a lot is known about TCP’s average throughput for
long-lived connections [2, 3, 20], the completion time of short-lived connections is
less explored.
Several papers [8, 19, 23, 24] proposed methods to obtain the average completion time of short-lived TCP connections. However, depending on the occurrence
of losses, the life of an N-segment long TCP connection may exhibit many different behaviors, and may correspondingly have largely different durations. The
variability of QoS requirements for different types of services, hence different types
of TCP connections, requires the computation of more sophisticated performance
metrics, such as completion time distributions, and quantiles of the completion
time for TCP connections that need to transfer a given number of segments.
I have developed a new technique for the analytical evaluation of distributions
(and quantiles) of the completion time of short-lived TCP connections. The proposed technique derives from known open multiclass queuing network (OMQN)
models of the TCP protocol and computes a discrete approximation, with arbitrary accuracy, of the distribution of sojourn times of customers in the OMQN,
which corresponds to the distribution of completion times of the modeled TCP
connections.
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Figure 1: Probability density function of the completion time of an Ns = 100
segment TCP transfer. Precision with Analysis and Simulation
The method allows the computation of completion time distributions with high
precision, as shown on the example of Fig. 1, comparing results obtained through
simulation and OMQN model based analysis.
We simulated 1.125 million flows in order to obtain the simulation curves (we
plot a point if we have at least 5 samples), and it took 3 hours. The analytical
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results were computed in less than 2 s.
Claim 1.2. [J1, C4] I have shown — through ns-2 simulations — that the model
predicts TCP connection completion times with high precision in various networking scenarios. The proposed technique is computationally efficient, and its asymptotic complexity does not depend on the network topology, on the number of concurrent flows, and on other network parameters. (see Section 2.5 of the thesis)
The method has been evaluated and compared to simulation results in various
realistic scenarios, including single- and multiple-bottleneck scenarios, as well as
UDP cross-traffic.
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Figure 2: Two-bottleneck scenario. Setup (left) and results (right). Performance
of flows from servers behind router 2 to clients behind router 1 and from servers
behind router 3 to clients behind router 1
Fig. 2 shows the multiple-bottleneck scenario and the completion time distributions for various flows passing through the network, obtained with different
methods. Both the results from simulation (thinner lines show 99% confidence
intervals) and those obtained using the analytical approach are shown.
Several interesting features of the completion time distribution can also be
highlighted with the proposed method: e.g. it allows the exploration of quantiles
over a large parameter space in a reasonable time, as shown on Fig. 3. This would
otherwise be computationally too complex to derive through simulation.
Claim 1.3. [C3, C5, C6] I have proposed a new system design for anonymous
routing overlays, based entirely on standard IPsec functionality, thus avoiding bottlenecks found in other systems due to the use of TCP tunnels. (see Section 3.3
of the thesis)
Based on previous experience in performance issues rooted in the use of TCP
as overlay tunnel technology [C5], I have developed an anonymous overlay network
design to overcome these problems.
Privacy on the “Internet” was first discussed by David Chaum [9], who introduced the concept of anonymous communications. After this initial discussion,
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Figure 3: Analytical results: 0.99 completion time quantiles as a function of the
connection length Ns and TCP segment loss probability PL .
however, the topic remained confined to small communities for a long time. The
concept that was originally intended for anonymous e-mail only, was later extended to low-latency communications by application level overlay systems such
as Tor [12], Tarzan [13] or Freedom [5]. Low-latency in this context means that
the communication is not based on storing and forwarding entire application level
messages in intermediate nodes, but rather small information units are forwarded,
reducing end-to-end delays to seconds.
Our new design, called IPpriv, not just improves performance by a datagrambased design, but it builds entirely on standard IPsec features, allowing a novel
operator-centric deployment model for Anonymous Routing Overlays. We show
that IP address protection can be provided within the network layer itself, without
the need of building cumbersome and hardly-scalable application-level overlays as
other Anonymous Routing solutions do.
Claim 1.4. [C3, C5] I have implemented the design of Claim 1.3 and confronted its
performance with a TCP based implementation in both emulated and real environments, demonstrating that end-to-end delays can be largely improved in anonymous
routing systems. (see Section 3.4 of the thesis)
In order to gain a better understanding of the impact of the overlay networking
technology and of the ’price’ of anonymization, performance measurements have
been conducted both in local controlled testbeds and over the Internet. We have
used two sets of overlay nodes for our tests: a circuit of three nodes in our lab (local
testbed, lower part of Fig. 4), and a circuit of three nodes in different European
universities (Internet testbed, upper left part of Fig. 4). In both circuits we had
Tor as well as IPpriv installed, thus having four different cases. We used direct,
non-anonymous download as the fifth reference case.
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Figure 4: Testbed configuration and experiment setup
A performance comparison with Tor showed that on the one hand the overhead (in terms of additional transmitted bytes) of IPpriv is almost identical to
application level solutions, while on the other hand the performance in terms of
download delay is 3–4 times faster with the IPsec solution.

4.2

Performance of Peer-to-Peer Streaming Overlays

The second group of new results is centered on the performance of live P2P Streaming systems, more specifically on the problem of chunk and peer scheduling.
Chunk and peer selection strategies (or scheduling) are among the main drivers
of live P2P Streaming system performance (other factors being overlay topology
optimizations [C9], chunk exchange and signaling protocol design, aggregate and
P2P transmission rate control [C10, C11], etc.).
Claim 2.1. [B1] I have proposed the new Earliest-Latest peer scheduling algorithm
(ELp) for P2P streaming systems, and proved that — in combination with the
well-known Latest Useful chunk scheduler (LUc) — it achieves strict optimality in
idealized conditions. (see Section 4.4 of the thesis)
It is well known that the lower bound on the dissemination delay of any piece
of information, given that nodes have exactly the bandwidth necessary for the
streaming itself, is δlb = (⌈log2 (N)⌉ + 1)T where N is the number of nodes in
the system and T is the transmission time of a single chunk. The bound comes
from the fact that each node can transmit the information only after receiving it,
and the number of nodes owning the chunk at most doubles every T . It is also
known [18] that centralized schedulers can distribute every chunk of a stream in
exactly δlb . Also, in [4] it was proved that a bound holds for several distributed
schedulers if N → ∞ and Mc → ∞ (Mc is the number of chunks). However, when
real-time distribution systems are considered, such an asymptotic bound is not
equivalent to δlb .
A key observation when looking for a scheduler that provides strict optimality
can be derived by looking at schedulers from the redistribution perspective: to
8

achieve optimal diffusion delay, it must be ensured that the number of peers owning
a given chunk doubles in each cycle. In other words, a peer that receives a chunk
should immediately start redistributing it, and it should continue the distribution
of the same chunk till it gets diffused in the whole system.
Based on this observation, I have designed the Earliest-Latest peer scheduler
and formally proved its optimality in the framework of the idealized diffusion
model considered also in [4].
Claim 2.2. [B1] I have shown that the ELp algorithm still achieves strict optimality in combination with a whole class of Deadline-based chunk scheduling algorithms (DLc) in the same idealized conditions. This combination is also robust to
impairments when relaxing some idealistic assumptions of the mathematical model.
(see Section 4.5 of the thesis)
While ELp/LUc provides optimal performance in an idealized diffusion model,
it is known that LUc itself is fragile to a number of realistic impairments due to its
greedy nature. Restrictions to the topology or differences in chunk sizes can easily
create situations when some chunk overtakes a later one, effectively blocking its
diffusion in the system.
Taking inspiration from ”Deadline Driven Scheduling” [16], we have designed
the novel Deadline-based chunk scheduler (DLc) that overcomes many of these
shortcomings of LUc.
We present an analytical proof that — when combined with ELp — an entire
class of Deadline-based chunk schedulers provide strict optimality in idealized
conditions.
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Figure 5: Chunk loss and worst-case diffusion delay as a function of the neighborhood size (10000 peers, buffer size of 32); note that worst-case delay is 32 for all
schedulers with losses
We also demonstrate by simulations that the DLc/ELp scheduler is resilient
to the reduction of the neighborhood size down to values as small as log2 (N).
Figure 5 illustrates some of the simulation results.
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Claim 2.3. [C2, C1] I have proposed a network-aware extension of the algorithm
of Claim 2.1, and analyzed its performance in heterogeneous network scenarios.
The new BAELp algorithm is equivalent to ELp in the homogeneous case, and it
outperforms other known algorithms in the heterogeneous case. (see Chapter 5 of
the thesis)
Contrary to the assumptions of the model used in Claims 2.1 and 2.2, networks
are neither ideal nor homogeneous. The choice of the destination peer will affect
the performance in transferring the chunk to it, thus indirectly it will also affect
how this specific chunk will be diffused in the future: peers more endowed with
resources will diffuse the chunk more efficiently than peers with scarce resources.
Previous studies on this topic either focus on asymptotic properties of distributed gossiping algorithms [22], or probabilistic bounds for specific well known
algorithms [4], or do not distinguish clearly the scheduling problem from the protocol to exchange the information ([21, 25, 26].
A peer scheduler, in order to be robust to different bandwidth distribution
scenarios, should be both bandwidth aware [10] and select peers that are in the
best conditions to redistribute the chunk as ELp does [B1].
A first way to integrate ELp with some kind of bandwidth awareness is to
use hierarchical scheduling. Two possible hierarchical combinations can be implemented: ELBA p and BAEL p. ELBA p uses ELp to select a set of peers having the
earliest latest chunk, and then uses a bandwidth aware strategy to select the peer
having the highest output bandwidth among them. BAEL p first uses a bandwidth
aware scheduler to select the set of peers having the highest output bandwidths
and then applies ELp scheduling to this set.
Although hierarchical scheduling can be very effective in some situations, a
better integration of the two scheduling algorithms can improve the system’s performance. The new BAELp (Bandwidth Aware Earliest Latest) peer scheduler
changes ELp to consider both the peer’s redistribution power and the foreseen
arrival time of the chunk to the peer.
The scheduling performance of BAELp has been confronted with BAEL p,
ELBA p, and several other peer schedulers from the literature in various heterogeneous bandwidth scenarios (Figure 6 shows an example), and we have found that
BAELp outperforms all the other scheduling algorithms in a variety of different
conditions. This peer scheduler is also able to cope with the presence of free riders, namely peers that do not contribute to uploading chunks and sustaining the
stream.
Claim 2.4. [C7, C8] Based on the algorithm of Claim 2.2, I have proposed a
novel media-aware scheduling algorithm that assigns priorities to chunks based on
their media content. I have shown that the new algorithm improves overall system
performance. (see Chapters 6 and 7 of the thesis)
Up to this point, we have dealt with an abstract notion of chunk (simply
treating it as the unit block of data) and measured performance only in terms
10
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Figure 6: Scheduling performance as a function of bandwidth heterogeneity (neighborhood size 20; playout delay 50; N = 600 peers, Mc = 2000 chunks.
of chunk diffusion delay distribution, or — in another view — as percentage of
chunks received before a given deadline. However, the quality perceived by the
user also depends on the way chunks are generated from the media stream, on the
encoding bitrate, on the audio and video codecs used, etc.
Traditional P2P distribution systems generally broadcast a file to multiple
peers by splitting it into fixed-size chunks. Many P2P streaming systems adapt
this approach to media streaming as well, dividing the encoded media into fixed
size chunks, independently from the structure of the underlying media stream.
In this chapter, a more direct measure of the received media quality is used to
analyze the relationship between media encoding, chunkisation policies (i.e. the
way of splitting the media stream into chunks), playout delay, chunk loss, and the
final received media quality.
Priorities are assigned to chunks based on the analysis of their media content,
and an extension of the DLc chunk scheduling algorithm is proposed to handle
these priorities in the chunk diffusion process.
We show how the overlay network allows for the application of prioritization
even if the underlying network does not provide support for it. Detailed results
on end-user perceived video quality enable the evaluation of the effect of system
parameters that otherwise — based on chunk loss and delay metrics — would be
impossible to evaluate. The effect of encoding rate on perceived quality in different
user groups is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Applicability of results

Results on TCP performance are applicable in the performance analysis of a wide
range of systems. In fact, TCP connections are being used in a large variety of
ways, often as a consequence of using higher level programming libraries, without
even knowing what is underneath. It is enough to mention the fast opening and
closing of TCP connections in some P2P file sharing applications, the use of several
parallel connections in browsers, or various HTTP based IPC mechanisms often
used in composite web services to demonstrate that detailed characterization of
TCP’s short-term behavior is essential for understanding system behavior in some
of today’s complex systems.
IPpriv presents a fast and efficient datagram based anonymous system design.
On the one hand, it has some applicability limitations: namely, it does require system and network administrators to enable IPsec policies in some selected routers.
On the other hand it also conveys two important messages: first, many of the
performance bottlenecks attributed to ”routing around the world” are not in fact
due to the increased length of the transmission path, but rather to the misguided
selection of underlying overlay techniques. Second, it presents a realistic alternative to end-user based anonymous routing overlays, providing techniques that
can anonymize traffic in the network itself with standard carrier grade routing
equipment, without introducing application level routing components.
Results on live P2P Streaming are not only applicable, but they are already
being applied in the open-source PeerStreamer streaming framework. The results
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presented and their improvements are also being discussed in the IETF PPSP
working group, and will hopefully influence the design of the future peer-to-peer
streaming protocol standards.
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